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CAA TURNS ON CIVIL AVIATION 

The Atlanta Regional Airspace Sub-Committee sat in special 
session on November 19th at the Manger Hotel in Savannah, Georgia, 
to take statements from interested parties regarding their views 
on the proposed restricted area around MCAAS, Beaufort. 

The CAA, who only a short three weeks earlier, was in the posi
tion of seeking through a team effort to find a compromise between 
military demands and civil objections, now found themselves in t~£ 
·~tenable position of ignoring the very compromise they helped to 
work out, and proposing, themselves, something which a short time 
ago they found objectionable. 

In substance the CAA now proposes a restricted area very 
similar to that proposed by the Navy Department for MOAAS, Beaufort, 
several months ago, In fact not one item recommended in the 
counter proposal developed by the team was discernable in the 
CAA 1 s request for restricted airspace at Beau£ort. 

A nu~bor of organizations and individuals were present at the 
Sub-Committee hearing to offer objections to the CAA proposal. 
Among them were: The Aircraft Owners and Pilots Assn., Airline 
Transport Assn., National Business Aircraft Assn., Airline Pilots 
Assn., and The South Carolina Aeronautics Commission. Among the 
indi~iduals were Marion Reid, Manager, Charleston Airport, J. Hamp 
Marilling, Manager, Augusta Airport, B. Allston Moore, At torney~ 
representing the City of Charleston and the Aviation Corr®it tee of 
the Charleston Chamber of Commerce, Dick Klein, representing 
Hawthorne Flying Service and M. Berley Kittrell, Walter A. K~enan 
Real Estate Co., Columbia. 
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The following was read into the record of tr£ Sub=Committee 
hearing by a representative of the Aeronautics Commissiong 11 The 
South Carolina Aeronautics Commission objects to the proposed re
strict~d area on the grounds of the precedent it would tend to 
establish in the state. on the grounds of the harm it will do to 
industrial expansion in the area and in other areas where restric
tions are sure to be p:oposed~ a~d on the grounds of the hardship 
it will impose on all of civil aviation normally using the coastal 
routes. 

nrt will impose hardship on those seeking access to airports 
that lie u_~der it. and will be detrimental in the extreme to industry 
in the vicinity of Port Royal where the state is spending millions of 
dollars to reopen the port. 

liThe State of South Carolina wishes to protest the fact that the 
CAA sent a team into the state to more closely observe the situation 
as it exists. and then blatantly ignored the findings of the team. 

"The State of South Carolina wishes to go on record as stating 
that if the proposed restricted area around MCAAS. Beaufort comes into 
being as outlined, the State will seek other means to protect itself 
against the usurpation of its airspace by the military. 11 

Sinca the Sub=Committee does not vote on rule making cases such 
as thisi the iP~ormation gathered at this meetirg has been forwarded 
to the Air Space Division in Washington who will consider it at a 
meeting now scheduled for either December 2 or December 9. The votir~ 
members of the Air Space Division are the CAA~ now on record as pro
posing the restricted area, the FCC, who abstains from voting on these 
mattersi the Army, the Navy and tr~ Air Force, The State will be re~ 
presented at this meeting~ but the cards are stacked. 

BREAKFAST CLUB NEWS 

GEORGETOWNg With beautiful weather as a novelty for a Georgetown meet
ing, thirty=five planes brought over a hundred people to the Garden 
City on Sunday, November 9th, where they were treated to a fine break= 
fast and a helicopter flight demonstration as well as a demonstration 
by Al Hemstrought 9 s helimathingamabob. 

Edward Eaddy, Superintendent of the Georgetown Schools and an 
ardent aviation boos·ter, welcomed the group to the city. and di st:ributed 
prizes to the youngest, oldest, and first pilots to arrive as well as to 
the one coming the greatest distance. 

BEAUFORTg The Marine Corps Auxiliary Air Station at Beaufort was 

Cont 1d. Page 4 
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Upper left: Breakfast at Georgetown obviously appeals to the group. 
Upper right: Richard U. Temple, Jr., Presj_dent of Inland Airlines ,Inc., 
displays one of his company's helicopters. Center left: Al Hemstrought 
displays his helimathingamabob without its rotor. Center right: MCAAS, 
Beaufort shows off a rescue helicopter. Lower left: The F8U on static 
display. Lower right: The Breakfasters have a fine feed at Beaufort. 
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host to the Breakfast Club on Sunday, November 23. Approximately 60 
planes brought almost 200 persons to the Base where a tour of the 
facilities by bus gave the group an idea of the extensive operations 
planned when building is ,....omplete. 

Col. H. c. Frewler, Jornmanding Officer of MCA.AS, welcomed the 
club to the Base, and Lt. Col. c. R. Metzelaars, Oper:::ttir)ns Officer, 
explained the operational readiness of the Base and the type of 
missions being flown. 

A static display of the F 8 U and the F J 11 Fury11 were the center 
of interest on the flight line where the group was allowed to mount a 
ramp for a look in the cockpit of these fighters. A helicopter demon
stratt.on concluded the meeting, and the Breakfasters took off for 
home. 

Timmonsville will be next on December 7 and Hemingway will follan 
on December 21. No one from Hemingway was present to invite the club, 
so the Bullmoose system of voting was used, and Hemin~ray won. 

In the future when the Breakfast Club meets at an uncontrolled 
airDcrt, a bright yellrnv Tee will be displayed to indicate the run
way in use and the direction of traffic. 1!Ta tch for this Tee at Tim
:no::lsville. 

Left: Lt. Col. C. R. Met.zelaars explains operations on the r.ICAAS , 
Beaufort. Right: Part of ti1e group inspects the cockpit of the F8U. 



but not from too close, please. 

s 
VTI.STIT TOWER COMPLETE 

Stanciing 1877 feet above mean 
sea level, the tallest structure 
east of the Hississippi Hiver 
points skyward just north of the 
Fort Jackson restricted area. Top
ped with a broadc~sting antenna, 
the tower is pict1rred at the left 
·with a Tri-~)acer flying below the 
level of the top of the mast. 

Don 1 t forget that the tower 
is supported by five levels of guy 
wires extending out in all direc
tions from the tower over a quarte 
of a mile from the base. 

It is a very impressive sight 

ORANGEBURG PILOT MEETS DEATH 

Dudley M. McDanial of Orangeburg met his death when the Aeronca 
1 - 16, pictured below, landed in 
a densly populated area south of 
Orangeburg, Sunday, November 8. 

T'ScDanial, piloting the plane 
owned by the Orangeburg CAP Squad
ron, was on a nleasure jaunt out 
of the Orangeburg Airport. 

The Commission does not be
lieve in publishing accident in
formation or pictures unless it 
is figured that by so doing, 
someone else may be helped. The 
exact cause of this accident is 
not accurately determined, but it 
is significant that this accident 
occurred within a block of the 
pilot's residence, a fact very 
much in evidence in so many light plane accjdents. This is in no way a 
crjticism of Mr. McDanial 1s flying ability or nersonal integrity, but 
it does seem that if all pilots would avoid flying over their awn horne: 
and the homes of friends, our accident rate could be cut considerably. 
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WORLD WAR II 

~~ 

AT MACH 20, SHOCK WAVES 
IN AIR MIGHT REACH A TEM
PERATURE OF 7,000 DEGREES 
CENTIGRADE, HOTTER THAN 
THE SURFACE OF THE SUN. 

ARMAMENT CARRIED BY ONE 
SUPERSONIC FIGHTER
BOMBER EQUALS THE DE
STRUCTIVE POWER OF AN 
ENTIRE WORLD WAR II 
BOMBER FORMATION. 



NOTAMS 7 

BAMBUHGg The NE - SW runway at Bamberg is now lighted from sunset 
until dawn. There is no lighted windsock or beacon. 

DILLONg The Dillon Airport i s now open. Its one runway is lighted 
from sunset until dawn. It will be closed for about a 
week some time next spring for paving of the ru..TJ.way. 
Watch NOTAMS. 

SUMTEHg The field at Sumter is still officially closed. Watch 
NOTAMS for reopening date. 

FLOREHCEg Runways 29 ~ 11 are now lighted. Runways 18 = 36 remain 
the only unlighted ones on the field. 

~ 

Printing of the Newsletter has been interrupted to inser'l; the 
follo 1.dng g The Air Space Division will meert at lOg 00 A. M., December 
5th, Hoom 7326, Commerce Building, Washington, D. C. to consider t he 
mattel· of the MCAAS, Beaufort restricted area. 

COLD WEATHER OPERAT-IONS COME TO SOUTH CAROLINA 

A cold weather warnir~ bulletin, published by CAA and post od in 
most northern states in September, now seems appropriate for South 
Carolina. Release 428 follows; .. 

SUBJECTg Danger of carbon monoxide poisoning in aircraft with 
exhaust gas type heat exchanger. 

The purpose of this release is to bring to the attention of 
owner~ and operators of light aircraft the potential danger that can 
exist when the cabin heated air is supplied by exhaust gas type heat. 
exchangers. 

Recently cases have been brought to our attention where occupants 
were overcome by carbon monoxide that entered the cabin because a hol3 
developed in the exhaust gas heat exchangerso When this failure occ"t.I.:rs~ 
carbon monoxide enters tr..rough the cabin. heater inlet. 

(A paragraph on amount of carbon monoxide enterir~ is omi t ted)e 
Cracks and holes may occu~ in a very short time, especially with 

considerable operating time on the ex.'I-J.aust gas type heat exchanger-. 
Therefore, it is important for owners and operators of airplanes 
eqtdpped with this type of cabin air heater to becom9 acquainted wi ~h 
the cause, detection, and probably remedy before disastrous conditions 
arise. 

The following suggestions are outlined to aid the occupants of 
an aircraft in the detection of carbon monoxideg 

CONTVD PAGE g 
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In the event the occupants Should feel the oncomir~ of a headache, 
drowsiness, sluggishness, or smell exhaust gasses, they should i~medi
ately assume carboh monoxide is present and take the following pre
cautions& 

(a) Immediately shut off the cabin air heater and any other open
ings that might connect the engine compartment air to the cabin. 

(b) Open a window and any other fresh air source immediately. 
(c) Land the airplane at the first opportunity and carefully in

spect the entire exhaust manifold for holes or cracks. Since a careful 
inspection will require disassembly of both the exhaust manifold and 
the heater, the inspection should be performed by qualified personnel. 
If a failed heater or manifold is found, it should be replaced. 

TRANSPORTATION TAX REMOVED FOR AIR TAXIS 

Ten percent transportation tax has been removed from small air 
taxi and charter aircraft operations. Relief will apply to aircraft 
under 12,500 lbs. gross takeoff weight. Tax removal to make smaller 
airplane taxi services comparable to motor vehicle taxis which have 
had such a tax exemption for a long time. Effective date will not be 
for several months; no proposed date was given. 


